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- EOSC vision is straightforward, but its implementation depends on many factors
- Notice difference and variety of countries and their approach towards EOSC
- EOSC readiness and the way forward are as individual as the 39 countries under Horizon Europe
- Engagement and Alignment on national level
- National Tripartite Events
- Other, individual ways to move EOSC forward
EOSC Engagement and Alignment

- Important: learn from each other — but don’t stare at each other
- Most important is to move forward, not from where one starts
- EOSC Observatory as policy intelligence tool can help identify and collect data for the continuous monitoring
- Use cases help to get fresh ideas and to start discussions
- Implementation has to start at institutional and national level
- Importance of exchange: national tripartite events (but also other meetings and workshops!)
- EOSC is not only happening when it’s under an EOSC title — similar as financing for EOSC doesn’t always carry EOSC in the title
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• Greece (Eleni Toli)
• Slovenia (Marko Drobnjak)
• Georgia (Marina Razmadze)
• EOSC-Association Upskilling Task Force (Helen Clare)

• Q&A and discussion
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- This session: another opportunity to learn from each other
- National Tripartite event: bring the stakeholders together on national level to advance EOSC
- Important to align EOSC in your country also outside EOSC-labelled events
- Analyse, set objectives, define actions
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